Abstract
Introduction
We present an architectural model that supports clustering, storing, naming, and accessing objects in a large scale distributed system. It extends the operating system kernel by providing, among others, support for distribution, persistence, and distributed garbage collection in a large scale network.
The problem we are trying to solve is the mismatch between the wide spectrum of applications that use distributed and persistent data, and the services of- fered by the underlying operating system kernel. We allow programmers to modify and adapt the data management, and its sharing policies in particular, accordingly to each application's needs. Thus, we offer an extensible operating system without imposing any particular model on the applications.
The main design decisions are related to heterogeneity, user level policies for distribution and persistence, garbage collection, and objects mobility:
1. Uniform single level address spaces systems (for instance, Opal [6]) will coexist with traditional partitioned 32 and 64-bit address spaces in future local and large scale networks. On the other hand, we want to avoid as much as possible the cost of pointer swizzling [17] and one solution consists on having multiple uniform address spaces as proposed by COOL-2 [l] and Cricket[l4] . Therefore, heterogeneity is due not only to different binary representations, page sizes, data alignment, etc., but also to the existence of different address space organizations. We claim that our design, in particular the use of zones, bunch managers and delayed pointer swizzling (done as latest as possible and only when it is strictly necessary) allow us to deal with all these forms of heterogeneity in a structured and flexible way.
2.
The mechanisms , policies, and decisions associated with the management of persistent and distributed objects are implemented by user-level objects called bunch managers. The sharing mechanism (function or data shipping), the consistency model of shared data, the operations performed on persistent data when it is mapped or unmapped (e.g. compression, encryption, swizzling), the allocation of data, and local garbage collection, are key examples of such decisions.
There is a bunch manager associated with each bunch (group of segments containing objects) that is responsible for supporting distribution and persistence taking into account the specificity of its bunch data. This concept of managers provides the operating system with hooks for supporting efficiently a large spectrum of applications.
3. Objects are referenced by maillons [8] and SSP (stub-scion pair) chains [12] . We use these mechanisms (presented in Section 3.2) because they are scalable and well adapted to support not only transparent distribution and persistence but also distributed garbage collection, objects migration and compaction.
Thus , distribution , persistence , and distributed garbage collection are supported m general and global mechanisms. Applications rely on them but will have a large amount of specificity provided by user level objects called bunch managers. Load sharing, objects mobility, clustering policies, caching strategies, consistency algorithms, are examples of such a specificity. This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the fundamental entities of the architectural model. Section 3 describes the functionality associated with the bunch manager concept. Section 4 describes how persistence and distribution are handled. The paper terminates with three sections: related work, the current status of the system, and a summary.
Architectural Model
In this section we present the most important entities of the design: zones, segments, bunches, and bunch managers, and their relation to address spaces and protection domains.
The main components of the system are illustrated in Figure 1 which will be described in the following sections. The operating system kernel (mK) provides lowlevel abstractions such as virtual addresses, ports, etc. On top of it, the BMX layer (Bunch and Managers eXecutive) supports segments, bunches, and bunch managers.
Zones
Future networks will have a large and varied number of computing machines with distinct address space organizations (for example, uniform single-level 64-bit address space and partitioned 32-bit Unix style address spaces). In order to deal with such heterogeneity we logically divide the network in zones (simplifying the address space management). A zone is a logical group of machines with an homogeneous address space organization.
In Figure 1 we can see a network with 3 different zones: a uniform single level 64-bit address space (zone 2), a 32 and a 64-bit partitioned address space (zone 1 and zone 3) as supported by the Unix operating system, for instance.
Each zone has a particular address space organization which is completely independent from other zones, i.e., there is no coordination between zones regarding the address space management. Thus, in our design, we assume the existence of an address space service per zone responsible for providing ranges of addresses to applications. This independence contributes to the scalability of the system as it would be inefficient and unflexible to provide a unique and global address space service for every node of the network.
Segments
For clustering purposes objects are allocated within segments. A segment is a set of contiguous virtual pages with a owner and protection attributes (for example, the usual Unix read, write and execute permissions). The size of a segment is defined at creation time and remains constant until it is destroyed. Thus, the granularity of allocation and protection is the segment.
When possible, for efficiency reasons, a segment is mapped in the same address where it was last mapped avoiding pointer swizzling. However, in some circumstances (see Section 4.2.2) such a mapping may not be possible. This situation would occur more frequently when segments are mapped in a different zone from the one they were last mapped because the address space organizations are different and completely independent. In such a case, pointers must be swizzled. However, since one of our goals is to avoid the cost of swizzling we perform such an operation as late as possible, i.e., only when the segment is effectively going to be mapped.
Inside a zone every node shares a common address space organization but may differ on other aspects such as the byte ordering and data alignment, for example. This kind of heterogeneity may imply the modification of the segment's data when mapping. These translations (similar to the ones performed in RPC based systems) are done with the help of each enclosed object which provides the necessary methods for dealing with such heterogeneity accordingly to its language defined type. We assume that these methods are automatically generated by the compiler or Some pre-processor.
Bunch Managers
A bunch manager is a user level object associated with a bunch that is responsible for the management of the bunch's segments. In particular, the clustering policy of objects within a segment is implemented by
Bunches
Segments are logically grouped into bunches for two reasons: (1) a single segment is not flexible enough for holding an application's data (for instance, segment overflow could arise), and (2) the existence of bunches provides name independence with respect to migration and compaction of objects (an object is identified relative to its enclosing bunch). A bunch can be seen as both a file and a persistent heap. However, it is more than that because it has an associated manager responsible for its management. All segments grouped within a bunch have common management policies implemented by its bunch manager (see next section).
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its bunch manager.
A manager, through its methods and data structures, supports distribution, persistence, garbage collection, etc., in a heterogeneous network. Since all these mechanisms and associated policies are defined and implemented within bunch managers at the user level, there is a large amount of flexibility.
Thus the main goal of a bunch manager is to provide the necessary mechanisms and policies related to distribution and persistence taking into account the specific data within its bunch. An application will pay only the cost associated to the services provided by the bunch managers being used.
An important aspect is related to the sharing of bunches (further described in Section 4.2). The contents of bunch B1 (see Figure 1) are being shared by several threads and its consistency is maintained by its manager (in the figure there are three instances of the manager which conceptually can be seen as being only one). The same applies to bunch B2.
We will provide a library of bunch managers. Therefore, most application programmers will use already existing ones (that can be easily modified). However, new bunch managers can be programmed for specific needs.
Address Spaces and Protection Domains
Each zone has a specific address space organization. In some cases, this organization is strongly tied to the concept of protection domain. For example, in a zone with partitioned 32-bit address spaces (Unix model) a process is a protection domain. On the other hand, in a uniform 64-bit address space a protection domain may be dissociated from the address space concept (like in Opal [5], for instance).
In our design, a protection domain is defined as being simply an execution context within a zone. The execution context comprehends those segments to which the thread or threads belonging to the protection domain may access. If an execution context also includes an address space then we have the notion of a Unix process.
In Figure 1 we can see the relation between addresses spaces and protection domains. For example, zone 2 supports a single uniform 64-bit address space where three protection domains are represented. On zones 1 and 2 a protection domain comprehends also an address space.
We keep the notions of protection domain and address space orthogonal to each other in order to deal with different models (Opal and Unix, for instance). An important point is that if a thread wants to access a bunch in a different protection domain, then it is used a trusted communication mechanism that avoids any protection violation. Such a mechanism can be a system call or a remote procedure call [2].
Bunch Manager Functionality
In this section we present the bunch manager concept, the reference mechanism, the object and execution model, and the bunch manager functionality related to the support of distribution, persistence, and distributed garbage collect ion.
The Manager Concept
A manager provides an external interface defined by its public methods (see Figure 2 ). This interface is a minimum common to every manager and its methods are responsible for:
e bind references, i.e, establishing a path between objects allocated inside its bunch and other objects outside it, e providing the necessary mechanisms for supporting invocations of its internal objects (allocated inside its bunch) from external objects (allocated within some other bunch) through the path constructed when binding, and contribute to the distributed garbage collection by providing the information relative to its bunch about incoming and outgoing references.
The methods providing this functionality constitute the bunch manager external interface. They can be invoked on a manager from any thread (holding a reference to it and having appropriate protection attributes) running on behalf of another manager, an application, or the underlying operating system kernel (up-call). Following sections will present in more detail the methods responsible for each of the functions mentioned above. The private methods of a manager constitute its internal interface. These methods provide the means for manipulating the data inside the corresponding bunch (to allocate memory for an object, for instance). Figure 2 illustrates a manager conceptually enclosing its bunch as every operation performed on it is controlled by its manager.
These two interfaces are provided by a kind of a frontier or membrane (shaded area in the figure) through which the bunch interacts with the exterior. This membrane can also be seen as a filter performing the necessary transformations on every data entering or leaving the enclosed bunch (e.g., swizzling pointers).
Thus, we can see a bunch manager as encapsulating its bunch. This encapsulation hides the usage of specific mechanisms and policies well adapted to the data allocated within the bunch and by that fact provides a large amount of flexibility and modularity.
Maillons and SSP Chains
A maillon [8] is the basic reference mechanism. It is a data structure composed of a data part and a pointer to a dereference procedure (code part) that knows how to interpret the data part. The simplest maillon is formed by a direct pointer to an object and a dereference procedure. Invocations performed over such a maillon result in the invocation of the object (referenced by the data part) through the dereference procedure.
Maillons can be chained providing several levels of indirection accordingly to particular needs. For example, a remote object may be referenced by a chain of maillons in which two of them are in fact a stub and a scion (also called a stub server [4)). In this case the maillons implement a possible form of SSP chain [12] . Figure 3 illustrates the use of maillons and SSP chains within two bunches (one of them containing two segments).
Object and Execution Model
An object is a contiguous sequence of bytes that contains no internal linked data structures and is an instance of a language type (we follow the terminology used in [13]). A type or a class is itself an object containing a group of method procedures. The granularity of identification and invocation is the object. We assume that objects are passive and small. This means that the size of most objects is much smaller than a page. This does not preclude the existence of larger objects containing images or sounds; however, the system is optimized for supporting smaller objects clustered in segments (for efficiency) with some user defined mechanism (implemented by their bunch manager).
Within a bunch, objects are identified by maillons.
Thus, invocation is a procedure call with no overhead for type-or access-checking. Across bunches, identification uses SSP chains implemented with maillons (see Figure 3) . The execution model is based on threads executing within a protection domain. A thread may be extended to another domain in order to access a bunch. This extension can be implemented with a remote procedure call preserving the protection domains.
Creating Bunches and Segments
We may create and delete a bunch using the methods createBunch and deleteBunch provided by the BMX layer. When creating a bunch, its manager is specified as a parameter along with the size and protection attributes of its initial segment.
Creating and deleting segments is done by the methods createSeg and deleteSeg also provided by the BMX layer. At creation time, the size and protection attributes are specified.
Object Allocation and Garbage Collection
Allocation of memory inside a segment of a bunch is done through the methods allocMem and f reeMem.
Creating an object implies not only the allocation of memory for its data but also the creation of a reference to it. References are created and deleted with the methods createRef and deleteRef. These four methods are part of the manager internal interface. When a reference to an object is passed to outside its bunch (as an argument in a remote procedure call, for example) the private method exportRef is automatically invoked on its manager (M2 in Figure 3) . This export event is strongly coupled with the invocation of the private method importRef on the manager responsible for the bunch receiving the reference ( M 1 in Figure 3) . These two methods are always used together in order to maintain the coherence of the information relative to a bunch about the incoming and outgoing references. However, the distributed garbage collector protocol is capable of dealing with incoming and outgoing information incoherencies due to network faults (e.g., importRef never performed due to a network partition). Therefore, the distributed garbage collector is robust, not centralized, and performs correctly even in presence of faults [lo] . These characteristics make the garbage collector easily scalable to large networks. Thus, a bunch can be considered as a closed and autonomous entity with respect to object referencing and garbage collection. When the public method gc is invoked on a bunch manager it performs all the local operations that contribute to perform a distributed garbage collection. Basically, the invoked manager replies with the list of references to external objects (allocated within other bunches) no longer being referenced from its bunch.
Finally, a local (to the bunch) garbage collection reclaims the garbage within its segments and does not inform other managers about references to external objects no longer valid. This functionality is provided by the private method gclocal.
Object References
The creation and deletion of a maillon is performed by two methods named createMaillon and deleteMaillon respectively. These methods belong neither to the internal nor to the external interface provided by bunch managers. They are internal to the manager membrane and are executed as the result of an invocation of methods createRef and deleteRef.
A reference to a remote object (in another bunch) is done through a stub that is created within the local bunch. Within the remote bunch a scion is used. The pair stub and scion constitute a stub-scion pair (SSP). The methods importRef and exportRef invoke the methods c r e a t e s t u b and c r e a t e s c i o n respectively which are part of the manager membrane. The connection of a stub with a scion (see Figure 3) implies a binding operation which is described in Section 3.8. Figure 3 illustrates the use of maillons and stubscion pairs within two bunches (one of them containing two segments). The connection of a stub with a scion implies a binding operation which is described in Section 3.8.
Since the methods used to create and delete maillons, stubs, and scions are not seen from outside a bunch manager, i.e., they belong neither to the internal nor to the external interface, it is possible to associate other operations to them. For example, it would be possible to send a message to some monitor (transparently to the application) each time a new SSP chain is created.
Object Faulting and Invocation
The invocation of an object is done by the dereference procedure of the maillon referencing it. In the general case, if the object being invoked is allocated in a page not yet mapped in memory a fault occurs.
Faults relative to internal objects (allocated inside the bunch being used) are detected and issued by the operating system kernel with a page size granularity (page fault event). It is the bunch manager servicing the fault that is responsible for managing the page contents and in particular the faulted object. In this sense, we can think of a segment as being a Mach memory object [18] . On the other hand, faults relative to external objects (allocated within segments not enclosed by the current bunch) are detected and issued by the dereference procedure of the maillon being used (software mechanism).
Thus, we can say that internal object faults are hardware detected (issued by the operating system kernel) and external object faults are software detected (issued by the maillon). The reason for such a design is that the information given by the page fault event is not enough for performing all the necessary operations related to the invocation of an external object. These operations are performed during the binding phase that we further describe in the next sec- tion and handles all the aspects related to type-and access-checking, sharing mechanisms and policies, etc.
A fault issued by the kernel results in the invocation of the method bmxHandler which is part of the BMX layer. A software fault consists in the execution of the dereference procedure associated with the maillon. In both cases (illustrated in Figure 4 ) the method bind, of the manager whose bunch originated the fault, is invoked (from the method bmxHandler (1) or from the dereference procedure ( I ')).
Thus, the manager of the bunch from which the fault originated (manager MI) is responsible for servicing it by performing the operations that allow the continuation of the faulting thread. In particular, it will invoke the method bind on the manager of the faulted bunch (manager M2). Both managers will negotiate the access to the faulted data in order to allow the continuation of the faulting thread. If several threads are using the same bunch, the negotiation mentioned above will include the decision on how to share an object or a segment. In fact, this is one of the tasks performed by the binding phase described next.
Binding
The ultimate purpose of the binding operation is to set up a path between a source and a target object. Such a path can be built by connecting a stub and a scion (illustrated in Figure 3) , or by bringing the target object close to the source (loading an object on memory from disk, for instance).
The method bind may be invoked on a manager in several circumstances: (1) as an up-call from the underlying BMX layer in order to service an internal object fault, (2) from the dereference procedure of a maillon to service an external object fault, (3) explicitly from the application as a way of performing objects pre-fetching.
The most important operations done when binding are listed below (not all of them are always performed): a reference redirection: the reference is redirected to the target. 0 access checking: the invoker object must be authorized to perform the requested access.
a type checking: the type of the object being accessed must conform with the type assumed by the invoker object. All these aspects are part of the binding operation which is a negotiation between the running thread (executing the bind method of M 1 in Figure 4 ) and the manager of the bunch to be accessed or shared (faulted bunch managed by M2).
Persistence and Distribution
This section presents some of the items of the binding phase with relevance to the support for persistence and distribution. The other points are out of the scope of this paper and some of them are discussed in another article [ll] .
When a remote object (in another bunch) is accessed, the first operations that have to be performed are the access-and type-checking. When the object is of a previously unknown type its code is mapped in memory and dynamically linked. Since its type is just another object, a new type is faulted in when first invoked. In the following sections we assume that all these manipulations are performed as the first steps of the binding phase.
Persistence
Objects and segments are created volatile. Segments of a bunch, and the bunch itself, will become persistent only if at least one of the enclosed objects is made persistent (we assume persistence by reachability). The internal interface of a manager supporting persistent objects provides methods to transform a volatile object into a persistent one (associating it with a symbolic name, for instance). In particular, there are methods to register an object within the name service and to obtain a reference given its symbolic name.
Consider the case when a thread tries to invoke a persistent object (allocated within some other bunch) through a reference received from the name service (an SSP chain containing a maillon not yet bound). The dereference procedure of the maillon will invoke the bind method on its manager. This method will negotiate with the manager of the persistent object in order to access it (binding phase).
A possible result from the binding consists on mapping the persistent object (and the enclosing segment) in the protection domain of the client thread and redirecting the maillon. Once the binding is complete the dereference procedure will execute the invocation. However, it can happen that the segment containing the persistent object can not be mapped in the protection domain of the client thread because it belongs to a bunch of a different domain. In this situation the binding phase could, for instance, create a stub bound to a scion through which remote invocations would flow.
Distribution
The most important point related to distribution during the binding phase is the sharing decision. It consists on deciding what kind of mechanism and policy should be used to invoke the shared objects.
There are two basic possibilities for performing the invocation: function shipping by remote procedure call (RPC), or data shipping via distributed shared memory (DSM). In the first case, the stub references a scion in the remote bunch which points to the object. The invocation is performed through this link. In the second case, the object is mapped by both threads and its consistency is maintained by its bunch manager (recall Figure 1 where bunch B1 is being shared) .
A large number of factors (page and object size, protection domains, number and type of accesses, etc.) influence the sharing decision and the fundamental point is that there is not a universal solution that performs efficiently for every situation. Some basic decisions can be implemented automatically (e.g., using RPC or DSM), based for instance, on the number of consecutive invocations performed the last time an object was accessed. However, we think that such automatic decisions impose a serious performance cost and are successful only in a small number of simple situations.
Thus, we claim that it must be possible for the application to give some compile-or run-time hints to the underlying system about the most convenient invocation mechanism and sharing policy. These hints may be constructed with some compile-time tool (integrated with the programming environment) or by the application programmer himself.
These hints are the best way for improving the performance of an application since the programmer (or some high-level tool) has greater knowledge about the application structure than the underlying system. In particular, the programmer knows the type of each object and all the synchronization constraints specific to the application.
Hints can be general, i.e., common to a group of ob-jects and/or valid for a certain amount of time, or specific to each object. In the first case, hints are transmitted to the bunch manager by invoking its bind method or some other configuration method. In the second case, the binding phase is augmented with the invocation of some particular methods of the object itself.
Finally, an application programmer may even modify the already existing bind method in order to adapt it to his specific requirements.
Function Shipping
Between zones or between different protection domains the most usual mechanism supporting sharing will be the remote procedure call. Remote procedure calls are handled by SSP chains which are managed accordingly to a set of protocols: (1) the Transport Protocol that specifies which messages are accepted, (2) the Presentation Protocol says how to marshall a reference into, and unmarshal it from, a message, (3) the Invocation Protocol details how, when invoking an object, it is located and any indirect SSP chain is shortcut, and (4) the Cleanup Protocol eliminates scions associated with garbage remote references. More details about these protocols can be found in another article [12] .
Data Shipping
The existence of several zones with different address space organizations introduces some complexity in the sharing decision, mainly when distributed shared memory is used. This arises from the fact that the creation of segments depends on the address space organization. For example, in a zone with a traditional Unix partitioned address space organization, each process is free to create a segment in any address (using malloc or map, for instance) that does not conflict with operating system constraints without performing any zone-wide agreement with other processes. On the contrary, in a uniform address space as implemented by Opal, the creation of a segment must obey a zonewide criteria of segments allocation in order to avoid overlapping of addresses.
Given this heterogeneity of allocation criteria, the problem that arises is related to the sharing of segments created in different zones because it may not be possible to map a segment always in the same address. As a general rule, a segment will be mapped at the same address where it was mapped the previous time, but the manager can be instructed to remap it at a different address (by swizzling pointers).
It could be argued that sharing between heterogeneous zones would be easily done using always remote procedure calls avoiding not only the mentioned mapping difficulties but also the problems due to the existence of 32 and 64 bits processors (e.g. converting basic data types between 32 and 64 bits). However, it might be useful for applications to use distributed shared memory even between heterogeneous zones. Such decision will be mainly based on the size of the shared data along with the computation performed on it and the speed ratio of the concerned processors.
Another important point is related to the consistency of the shared data. The bunch manager of the data being shared is responsible for keeping its consistency. Different consistency models (e.g. entry consistency [3]) can be provided by different bunch managers accordingly to the specificity of the data allocated within the corresponding bunch.
A bunch manager can even adapt its consistency algorithm to the particular synchronization needs of an application. For example, when performing the binding phase for accessing an object which is the root of a shared tree (allocated in some remote bunch) we may have at least two situations: (1) only the root object is effectively going to be accessed, (2) all the tree will be accessed.
In the first case we may use function shipping for invoking the object and the binding phase will automatically lock it avoiding a second invocation. In the second case the binding phase will decide to use data shipping by mapping all the segment (or segments) containing the tree close to the client thread and will invoke a special method on the root object in order to lock all the tree. All these optimizations are easily supported by the concept of bunch managers and the possibility of providing them with user-level hints.
Related Work
Many systems supporting persistence and/or distribution have been designed and built in the last years. In this section we present only a few and compare them with our design.
Opal
Opal [6] supports a single uniform virtual address space spanning a local area network of homogeneous processors including data on long-term storage. Di-rect virtual memory pointers are used as distributed and persistent identifiers facilitating sharing. All data is stored in non-overlapping virtual segments.
In comparison with our design, the most important differences are: (1) we envisage a network with several heterogeneous machines with different address space organizations, (2) we group segments into bunches which allow us t o provide independence to segment overflow and address changes, (3) bunch managers provide a way to map user-defined semantics (policy decisions) on system mechanisms, (4) we support persistence, distribution, and distributed garbage collection as general and global mechanisms, and ( 5 ) objects are referenced by maillons and SSP chains which are not as fast as direct pointers but are much more flexible.
COOL-2
COOL-2 (Chorus Object Oriented Layer) (11 is a layer built above the Chorus micro-kernel [7] that extends its abstractions with support for object oriented systems. It is provided a generic support for clusters of objects in a distributed virtual memory model. The lowest layer of the system supports only clusters and the upper layers support objects. Our design was inspired by COOL-2 but is simpler and more flexible due to the fundamental concept of bunch managers that provides a larger amount of flexibility. Another difference is that we explicitly consider the existence of 64-bit microprocessors and therefore the viability of a single uniform 64-bit address space.
IK
IK [9, 161 is an object oriented platform that simplifies the construction of distributed applications handling persistent data. The most important differences are the following: in IK, objects are identified by globally unique identifiers (making the system usable only in small networks) and are always shared using remote procedure calls; the platform supports heterogeneous workstations but the address space model is homogeneous (process model).
Storage Abstractions
Soulard I151 describes the design of a flexible storage system. A fundamental goal is to reuse basic storage components and the ability to tailor the system to specific needs. To achieve such goals two entities are provided, the container and the cluster. The container defines how data is stored and the cluster manages the sharing of data. Thus, our system can be seen as implementing a particular family of clusters supporting sophisticated distribution policies in networks with several address space organizations and a family of containers providing the support for storing persistent data.
Status
The overall design of the system is finished. We already have some components available like the maillons and SSP chains supporting remote procedure call and distributed garbage collection. A complete prototype will be implemented on a network comprising DEC Alpha and Sun workstations running OSF/l and Sun OS respectively. We also envisage the usage of a micro-kernel such as Mach or Chorus.
We intend to take advantage of the huge address space provided by 64-bits microprocessors by implementing our system on a single uniform address space shared by several workstations. In such a zone we will implement our data structures (maillons and SSP chains, for example) much more efficiently.
Summary
We presented an architectural model of a system supporting distributed applications with persistent objects and distributed garbage collection. The system deals with several forms of heterogeneity and in particular with the existence of different address space organizations taking into account uniform 64-bit address spaces.
Objects are allocated within segments logically grouped in bunches and are referenced by maillons and SSP chains. These identification mechanisms are well adapted to large networks since they are easily scalable.
The manager concept is a fundamental aspect of the architectural model that is implemented by user level objects called bunch managers. Managers are responsible for the management of the corresponding bunches by implementing the policies and mechanisms related to distribution, persistence, and distributed garbage collection. An application will pay only the cost for the services provided by the bunch managers being used.
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